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* Updated to include information on the PMP Exam changes incorporated in January 2016Do you

want to earn the #1 Certification in Project Management globally?Are you in possession of

numerous resources yet clueless on how you could organise yourself to be fully prepared to take on

the PMP Exam?Â Does the thought of attempting the PMP Exam scare you?Â Roji Abraham, a

successful project manager in a $4 Billion firm, a certified PMP, an MBA graduate from one of

Europe&apos;s best business schools, and an established author, writes in his unique style about

his 30 day journey to PMP certification and gives step-by-step guidance on how you could

effectively utilise your time while preparing for the PMP Exam.Â &apos;Be a PMP ace in 30

days&apos; isn&apos;t a full-fledged guide with a truckload of information on each section but

rather, a companion book, that shows you, how in 30 days, you could use your resources

effectively, and be ready for the PMP exam and succeed. That too, without having to take even a

day off from work!Â Here&apos;s what you get from this value-for-money Book that will oversee

your personal journey to PMP certification:Â Guidance on the necessary tools and resources you

need while preparing for the PMP exam and how to use them effectively.Â A downloadable weekly

calendar with suggested daily and hourly schedules for covering each topic and reviewing them

effectively over 30 daysÂ A print-friendly downloadable process chartÂ Key notes for each day that

highlights the most important topics for that day.Â Information on some great free/budget online

resourcesÂ A brief outline of the changes incorporated in the PMP exam in January, 2016Â Useful

tips for the exam day.Â Five interviews with successful PMP candidates, from around the globe,

with their suggestions on how to conquer the PMP exam.If you want to get PMPÂ® certified, get this

little value-for-money gem now!
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Be A PMP Ace In 30 DaysI must say one should read your book before planning for PMP exam.The

way you have narrated each minute element @ PMP is excellent & which will help PMP aspirants

like me to gain confidence @ preparation/appearing PMP exam.If you can help us with day to day

life case studies @ PMP in your next release will helps lot to understand 47 processes.

A great guide if you are seriously looking at cracking PMP! The detailed approach which takes into

consideration a 5 day work week is extremely ideal. The time table prescribed also provides

candidates with a disciplined approach where the progress can be tracked and learning

reviewed.Definitely recommended!!

Great Book. Summed up everything in a crisp manner. Having said that this book I prefer to be used

as Pocket PMP book.I am preparing for PMP certification and this book is helping me preparing for

my exam.

Just what I was looking for.. Easy to follow, nicely organised and provides the much needed

framework for putting important details together...Has given me confidence to attempt the PMP

again and will use this at preparation time...

Simple, straightforward and structured - Very useful for somebody like me who messes with the

entire planning process. The hour-wise timetable and end-of-Chapter tips are great for revisions.

Not for lazy people though.

I had been preparing for PMP for the past couple of months. Been through quiet a good number of

books and reference notes. This book provides the unique feature of preparing PMP completely in

30days with the timetable. Very helpful. Thanks.

The flow of the book catches you and hoping that this would help in clearing the PMP in the first go!

This is a personal experience which generally one gets from a friend or colleague which every



seeks - Nicely narrated by Roji.

At first glance 'Be a PMP ace in 30 days' might come off as a tall claim but the discerning PMP

aspirant who picks it up for a closer look is bound to be pleasantly surprised! The author's attempt at

creating a guide for PMP is uniquely refreshing in that its a personal journey on paper that is easily

recreated.With umpteen guides in the market its a cumbersome exercise to zero down on an

effective process to approach the PMP exam. With the most helpful resources, weekly calendars,

and process charts, this book seems to be a welcome change.Perhaps the most endearing quality

of the guide must be the disarmingly candid manner in which the entire process for preparing and

attempting the PMP is presented.The book seems to be primarily aimed at the PMP aspirants who

do not have the luxury of time, but with its numerous study resources and links to free simulation

exercises it is also invaluable to someone who wants to take it slow and steady. Definite must buy

for any PMP aspirant!!
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